Vous êtes cordialement invité(e)...

DÎNER EN BLANC

QUOI? A Parisian “pop up” dinner tradition whereby participants—dressed in white—bring their own tables, chairs, and picnics to a “secret” location (disclosed via social media) at the last minute. Our Bucknell adaptation provides tables, chairs, white tablecloths and “elegant finger foods.” Students of French and “amis francophiles” simply show up dressed in white for an evening of food, drink and conversation.


QUAND? Thursday, September 8, 2016 • 5-7pm

OÙ? C’est un secret !!! Location disclosed via email two hours before the event.

RSVP by Friday, August 26 to Madame Gosson rgosson@bucknell.edu with number in your party (your “plus one” for this soirée romantique) and an email address where we can reach you to disclose the “secret location.”